Abstract A large set of lowest and medium energy conformers of aliphatic tetramine trien was used to uncover structural-topological preferences of poliamines. Numerous common structural features among HL and H 2 L tautomers were identified, e.g., H-atoms of protonated functional groups are always involved in intramolecular NH•••N interactions and they result in as large and as many as possible rings in lowest energy conformers. Largest, 11-membered, molecular rings stabilize a molecule most and they appeared to be strain free whereas 5-memebred intramolecular rings were most strained (all formed due to NH•••N interactions). The CH•••HC interactions with QTAIM-defined atomic interaction lines were also found but, surprisingly, mainly in the lowest energy conformers of HL tautomers. According to the non-covalent interaction-based (NCI) analysis, 5-memebered rings formed by CH•••HC interactions are not strained and, in general, 3D NCI isosurfaces mimic those obtained for weaker NH•••N interactions. Also, 3D NCI isosurfaces found for NH•••N and CH•••HC interactions, regardless whether linked or not by an atomic interaction line, appeared to be indistinguishable. Using lowest energy conformers, theoretically predicted mixture of primary (HL p ) and secondary (HL s ) forms of trien was found to be in accord with the literature reports; using linear conformers resulted in predicting HL s as the only tautomer formed. In contrast to HF, the overall performance of B3LYP was found satisfactory for the purpose of the study.
Introduction
Some 'families' of organic compounds, even though they might play significant roles in many fields of chemistry or biochemistry, have not been extensively explored computationally at higher than MM-levels of theory. In many cases, this can be attributed to an almost 'infinite' number of possible conformations that higher homologues can adopt due to their enormous flexibility making this kind of investigation an extremely challenging task. A typical example might be linear aliphatic polyamines which are found in most living organisms and are important in the regulation of cell proliferation and cell differentiation [1] [2] [3] . Their function in living organisms is based on their ability to act as natural polycations when protonated under physiological conditions and therefore interact with natural polyanions such as DNA and RNA thereby influencing important cell functions [3] . Due to their crucial roles, among others in physiological processes, the protonation sequence of linear aliphatic polyamines has been investigated with various experimental techniques for decades but a consensus has not been reached as to which of the nitrogen atoms present in a given polyamine is protonated in the first step [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . For instance, Paoletti et al. suggested, from thermochemical studies of diethylenetriamine (dien or 2,2-tri) and triethylenetetramine (trien or 2,2,2-tet), that the first step of protonation results in the formation of an equilibrium mixture Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00894-015-2709-y) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
of tautomers with either the primary (HL p ) or secondary (HL s ) nitrogen atoms protonated [4] . Hague and Moreton, on the other hand, concluded from 13 C NMR studies of a wide spectrum of polyamines, ranging from 2,2-tri to tetraethylenepentamine (2,2,2,2-pent), that all the nitrogen atoms in the monoprotonated form share the proton equally [5] . Contrary to these, Delfini et al. [7] proposed from 13 C NMR study of a series of triamines that (i) in the case of symmetrical triamines, either of the identical primary Natoms is involved in the first protonation step for symmetrical molecules, but (ii) for asymmetrical triamines, the primary nitrogen atom attached to the longer aliphatic chain is protonated first. Recently, Borkovec et al. [8] used cluster expansion analysis on experimental NMR data to investigate a number of di-, tri-, tet-, and pentamines. They concluded that both forms, HL p and HL s , are formed in the first protonation step but HL p is predominant with a %-fraction of 86 %. Clearly, even in some cases, where the same experimental technique was used, such as 13 C NMR, different research groups proposed contradicting conclusions [8, 9] .
Conformational preference of linear aliphatic polyamines with more than two nitrogen atoms has not been investigated computationally. However, better understanding of the properties of polyamines and their activity, as observed from experimental investigations, requires knowledge of their conformational preferences [13] . Furthermore, if one could theoretically predict a reliable and representative set of the lowest energy conformers (LECs) of all protonated forms of polyamines then this, e.g., (i) should be of great aid in interpretation of experimentally recorded NMR spectra (often used to predict most likely protonation sequence) or (ii) might result in significantly improved quality of theoretically computed protonation constants, as has been demonstrated in the case of carboxylic acids [14, 15] .
Therefore, we have embarked on the development and testing of a dedicated protocol for conformational analysis of mono-and di-protonated (HL and H 2 L) forms of linear aliphatic polyamines and, as a case study, results obtained for triethylenetetramine (trien) are reported in this work. The singly protonated form of trien is of particular interest to us mainly because (i) there is no consensus in the literature as to the preferred site of protonation and (ii) in the case of symmetrical linear aliphatic polyamines, such as trien, the basicity of the primary and secondary N-atoms is of the same order of magnitude [7, 16] . Furthermore, the apparent difficulty in characterizing the singly protonated forms of linear aliphatic polyamines by, e.g., XRD crystallography, has been a major hindrance; we were able to find only one example of the singly protonated form, namely that of 2,2-tri reported by Ilioudis et al. [17] . We were also motivated by the fact that, except for a few alicyclic diamines which were mainly studied using molecular mechanics, MM, methods [14, 19, 20] the conformational analysis of these important compounds, as far as we could establish, has not been reported to date. Both Raman spectroscopy and MM-based theoretical results [18] [19] [20] , however, led to the conclusion that the most stable conformers are those in which either intra-or intermolecular interactions can occur depending on whether the isolated diamine was studied in the solid or aqueous phase. Also the results showed that even though the conformational barriers obtained with MM method compare very well to those from ab initio results for cyclic polyamines, this is not always the case for aliphatic polyamines [19, 20] .
Hence, in this work apart from characterizing the lowest energy conformers of mono and di-protonated trien, we have also embarked on a study of their conformational preferences in terms of structural and topological properties. Unavoidably, this kind of study is computationally expensive because it involves modeling of hundreds (if not thousands) of conformers. With an attempt to suggest the most economical methodology, we have also evaluated, relative to MP2, performance of HF and selected, B3LYP and B97D, DFT techniques.
Methodology Computational details
Energy minimized structures and wavefunctions were generated from Gaussian 09, Revision B [21] at the HF, B3LYP, B97D, and MP2 theory levels in solvent using the polarizable continuum model [22] [23] [24] in conjunction with the UFF cavity model with water as a solvent (ε=78.39). Unless otherwise stated, the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set was used; it has been shown that this basis set contains adequate polarization and diffuse functions sufficient to describe molecules like polyamines [25, 26] . General shortcomings as well as advantages of each level of theory tested here are well-known. However, due to a formidable computational task associated with the aim of this work, it was important to find out which level of theory is best suited for the purpose. In other words, which level of theory performs sufficiently well to identify the lowest energy conformers and characterize their structural preferences without getting involved in unnecessarily timeconsuming computational operations.
The quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) [27] , as implemented in AIMAll [28] together with the recently developed non-covalent interaction (NCI) index technique [29] , were used to carry out a topological analysis of the calculated electron densities in order to identify and characterize intramolecular interactions which may be responsible for conformational preference. All topological data (QTAIM and NCI) as well as molecular graphs and NCI 3D plots were generated with AIMAll. Frequency calculations were performed on fully optimized geometries to ensure that the true stationary points were found; in case of MP2, the frozen core approximation was used. No imaginary frequencies were found among (i) all MP2-optimized conformers and (ii) lowest energy conformers at all levels of theory. Few conformers of diprotonated form of trien with a single imaginary frequency are listed in Table S1 in the Supplementary information (SI). The conformational search was done using MM force field (MMFFaq) and the Monte Carlo method as implemented in the Spartan [30] quantum chemistry package.
Conformational search protocol
The potential energy surface of extremely flexible biomolecules, such as aliphatic polyamines, is characterized by the presence of an enormous number of local minima, thus making an exhaustive conformational analysis impracticable, particularly if DFT was to be employed exclusively. Hence, we decided to develop a most efficient (for the study of polyamines) conformational search protocol involving both, MM and ab initio techniques. One of our major goals was to identify a 'final' subset of LECs containing representative structures within a narrow (few kcal mol -1 , typically within 5 kcal mol -1 ) relative energy range, ΔE = E conf -E LEC (E conf stands for the electronic energy of a conformer). We used ΔE rather than ΔG values because (i) the latter requires frequency calculations, an additional and extremely time consuming operation we wanted to avoid (if possible), (ii) this work is not concerned with protonation constants calculations (this would require ΔG values) and (iii) we needed representative sets of polyamines at minimum computational time and, fortunately, under conditions employed the relative trends in the ΔE and ΔG values did not differ significantly enough to justify the use of ΔG values as a selection criterion.
The capped-stick representations (with numbering of atoms) of linear structures of only two possible HL p (primary N-atom is protonated) and HL s (secondary N-atom is protonated) tautomers used as inputs for conformational search by MM are shown in Fig. 1a and b. Hypothetically, there are four possible tautomers of the di-protonated form, but only two of them, H 2 L ps (with primary and secondary N-atom protonated) and H 2 L pp (with both primary N-atoms protonated) were considered in this work, see Fig. 1c and d, based on minimum charge separation constraints required by electrostatics.
Each tautomer has nine single bond (N-C and C-C) torsional degrees of freedom. For each rotatable bond, a systematic variation in six steps of 60°was allowed in conformational searches. Due to the enormous number of possible conformers generated from MM-based search (e.g., there are over 10 million theoretically predicted by Spartan possible conformers for each of the HL tautomers) one is immediately faced with a challenge, namely (i) how many to retain and (ii) how large a MM-energy window must be used within which retained conformers should fall.
Furthermore, it is important to stress that in this study we needed not only LECs but also representative structures of medium and higher energy conformers necessary to investigate their structural preferences and topological characteristics. To achieve our goals we decided to implement a multistage approach which would allow us to eliminate, after each stage, the 'redundant' structures when aims of this work are concerned -see self-explanatory Scheme 1 and detailed description of each stage in part 1 in the SI.
Results and discussion
The structural and topological data generated at lower than MP2 level of theory are presented as differences rather than absolute values. As an example, when interatomic distances d(H,N) for the intramolecular NH•••N interactions are analyzed, we will report data obtained at, e.g., HF, as Δd(H, N) HF = d(H,N) HF -d(H,N) MP2 . Using this approach made it easier to evaluate the relative performance of a lower level of theory. Moreover, one must remember that performing all the calculations at the MP2 level on a large number of conformers is extremely time-consuming and, importantly, not always necessary to achieve goals of interest. To facilitate data analysis and to monitor the performance of the conformational search implemented here, we have consistently labeled conformers of the primary (HL p ) and secondary (HL s ) forms of monoprotonated trien as C p n and C s n, respectively. Those of the di-protonated forms, H 2 L ps and H 2 L pp , have been labeled as C ps n and C pp n, respectively, where C ps n is used for conformers of the tautomeric form where one primary and one secondary nitrogen atoms are protonated whereas C pp n is used to denote a structure in which the two terminal nitrogen atoms are protonated. For all tautomers n stands for the identification number of a conformer as obtained from the MM-based conformational search where n=1 applies to the lowest MMenergy conformer.
Analysis of conformers' relative energies
The full data sets of HL p , HL s , H 2 L ps and H 2 L pp conformers optimized at stage 4 of the conformational protocol are included in Table S2 of the SI and relevant bar-graphs are shown in Fig. S1 of the SI. For illustration purposes, relative energies and Boltzmann distribution, as %-fraction of the total population of conformers considered, of ten LECs of HL p conformers of trien, obtained from Stage 4 at different levels of theory are shown in Fig. 2 .
Let us first focus on the MP2-generated data from which it is apparent that:
-According to the Boltzmann distribution, there are only a few (between 3 and 5) conformers of each tautomer that contribute significantly (>5 %) to their populations. -There are always one or two conformers which are significantly lower in energy when compared with the remaining LECs. Importantly, we found that these two conformer are always among the top 12 conformers generated from MM search; among the lowest energy conformers, the largest n = 12 was found for the diprotonated H 2 L pp form. -It appears that the top 25 MM-generated conformers (of the lowest energy) 'guaranty' fully representative sets of MP2-optimized structures, each one contributing to the total population 3 % and above. If C ps 41 is excluded (note that the energy of this conformer is essentially the same as that of C ps 10; this exemplifies the need of optimizing small sets of DFT-generated LECs at the MP2 level) then the C pp 23 has the largest n=23 value. , respectively); the larger number of conformers of similar energy is observed for the H 2 L pp form of trien and this is due to specific structural features of this tautomer, as discussed in the following section.
The above analysis strongly suggests that the protocol implemented here has indeed provided us with (i) representative sets of the lowest energy conformers (recall that we have fully optimized 30 top MM-generated conformers at all levels of theory) as well as (ii) sufficient spread in conformers' energies (see Table S2 of the SI) needed to explore conformational preferences in terms of structural and topological properties. Furthermore, data presented in Table S2 of the SI also shows that:
-Without an exemption, the top MP2 conformer of all tautomers is also reproduced as the lowest energy at the B3LYP level. -The top four MP2 conformers of HL p , HL s , and H 2 L ps are also among the top four at B3LYP and B97D whereas the top five MP2 conformers of H 2 L pp (they contribute above~5 % to the total population) are among the top ten conformers at the B3LYP level (they contribute abovẽ 3 % to the total population) when conformers with one imaginary frequency, C pp 01 and C pp 04, are excluded.
-Grouping of conformers in terms of their relative energies is similar at the DFT and MP2 levels. It means that if just a few lowest energy conformers are observed at DFT then these conformers will be even more dominant, as LECs, at MP2. It also appears that if a large number of similar in energy conformers are generated at the DFT level, the same is also obtained at MP2 although each time MP2 differentiates the relative energies better. -If only the lowest energy conformers are required then it is sufficient to select those from the B3LYP optimization which contribute above~3 % to the total population and subject them to optimization at MP2. We have also performed an additional and extensive computational modeling (for details see part 2 of the SI) which fully confirmed that the implemented search protocol has been able to recover representative (i) samples of conformers needed for analyses of factors influencing conformational preferences and (ii) sets of top lowest energy conformers of each tautomer with a high likelihood that the true LEC was also found.
In general, analysis of the relative energies indicates that, as observed for other structurally flexible compounds, such as amino acids [25] , the Hartree-Fock method, irrespective of basis set used, is only, if at all, useful for pre-optimization of conformers generated from the MM-search. In addition, energy differences between conformers are the smallest at HF making it difficult to decide on which ones should be retained for further analysis.
Structural preferences
Full sets of 30 structures for HL p , HL s , H 2 L ps , and H 2 L pp are shown in Figs. S2-S5 in the SI. For convenience, the structure of the LEC and a representative sample of conformers from medium and higher energy spectrum of all tautomers obtained at MP2 are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 . An examination of all the conformers of both tautomers shows some interesting general structural features and trends (we must stress that similar geometrical features, in relation to E, are observed at all levels of theory examined in this work) and we will describe them separately for each tautomer of both protonated forms of trien.
The HL p conformers: a) Two H-atoms of the -NH 3 + group in the LECs are involved in the formation of the NH-N short contacts. One H-atom is forming the leading 11-membered molecular ring (11m-MR) and the other forms two additional intramolecular NH-N short contacts; as a result, all Natoms are involved in the intramolecular interactions and the largest possible number of rings is formed (11m-MR, one 7m-intramolecular ring, 7m-IR, and two 5m-IRs). b) Among LECs which form the 11m-MR, those with the lowest energy (C p 02, C p 01, C p 03, and C p 04; they constitute over 90 % of the population) form the shortest contacts between terminal -NH 3 + and -NH 2 groups with d(H,N)~1.745±0.05 Å. c) The somewhat higher energy conformers (they are characterized by either 11m-MR or largest possible intramolecular ring) have the shortest contact which involves either the terminal -NH 3 + group or the secondary N-atom, The H 2 L ps conformers: a) As found for HL p , all lowest energy H 2 L ps (C ps 01, C ps 41, and C ps 10) conformers (i) form the 11m-MRs due to the NH-N contact between terminal functional groups but the average interatomic distance, d(H,N)~1.98±0.13 Å, is about 0.2 Å longer and (ii) with 11m-MR constitute almost 100 % of the population. b) Unlike found for the HL p conformers, the NH-N contact forming the 11m-MR in the lowest energy C ps 01 conformer is not the shortest; the 5m-IR has shorter, by about 0.1 Å, the NH-N contact. c) All three LECs form an additional intramolecular NH-N contact and this involves the H-atom from the -NH 2 + -group of the protonated secondary N-atom and the adjacent -NH-group; as a result two, 10m-and 5m-IRs are formed.
The H 2 L pp conformers: a) In general, a total of three (or minimum two) 5m-IRs are found in the LECs; we have not found a conformer with a larger intramolecular ring. b) Among LECs, a H-atom from each of the terminal -NH 3 + groups is always involved in an interaction with the Natom of the adjacent -NH-group (regardless whether two or three 5m-IRs are found); this results in the formation of two terminal 5m-IRs. In the case of three 5m-IRs being present, they are formed in consecutive fashion; the additional NH-N interaction involves two adjacent -NHgroups. c) The medium and high energy conformers of H 2 L pp (as well as H 2 L ps ) generally consist of structures with two 5m-IRs resulting from various NH-N interactions of different atoms depending on the energy range into which a particular conformer falls. Not surprisingly, their highest in energy conformers have only one NH-N interaction resulting in the formation of the smallest possible 5m-IR, as we observed in the HECs of HL p and HL s .
To conclude this section, we would like to summarize and generalize all the above observations: 1) At least a single intramolecular NH-N short contact, with d(H,N) significantly shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii, is observed in all conformers and it always involves either -NH 3 + or -NH 2 + group, hence protonated N-atom; this applies to both tautomers of mono and diprotonated forms.
2) When more than one intramolecular NH-N contact is
formed then H-atoms of both protonated groups are always involved. 3) In general, the largest number of the intramolecular NH-N short contacts, typically three, is found in the LECs for both tautomers of mono and di-protonated forms. 4) The size of an intramolecular ring formed by the NH-N contacts appears to be of significance and most stable conformers form largest possible rings. 5) The latter trend does not apply to conformers with two terminal groups being protonated; only 5m-IRs are formed and, typically, three consecutive such rings are present among the LECs. 6) When a single terminal group is protonated, then the largest possible, 11m-MR is preferentially formed. This feature is observed among ten HL p and three H 2 L ps LECs. 7) When a single -NH-group is protonated, then largest possible 8m-IR is preferentially formed; this is observed among the top six lowest energy HL s conformers. 8) It appears that large rings contribute in stabilizing manner to molecular energy more than smaller rings. We found significant differentiation in relative energies of HL p , HL s , and H 2 L ps conformers for which small sets of LECs, all with either 11m-or 8m-rings, are observed. Note that all the H 2 L pp conformers form only 5m-IRs and we observe (i) many of them within a relatively small energy window and (ii) typically, most stable conformers form more rings. Furthermore, it is important to stress that AILs are observed for most (but not all) of the short intramolecular NH-N contacts identified from the geometrical analysis of conformer. Because of that, we based our comparative approach on contacts linked by AILs at MP2.
For each molecular graph generated at MP2, a dedicated table was prepared showing atoms involved in a particular interaction, interatomic distance and electron density at a critical point, ρ CP , as well as short contacts without an AIL -an example for C p 02, the LEC found at MP2, is shown in Table 1 which is supplemented (for convenience) by a molecular graph shown in Fig. 6 . A similar approach was adopted for the top 15 conformers of HL p , HL s , H 2 L ps , and H 2 L pp and relevant data is provided in Tables S3-S6 of the SI. From the analysis of data presented in Tables S3-S6 of Table S6 of the SI where N29 and H24 are linked by AIL but N29 and H8 are not, and finally (iii) atoms separated by larger distance might be linked with AIL, e.g., for C pp 12 shown in Table S6 of the SI, an AIL is observed for N29 and H24 with d(N,H)= 2.566 Å but no AIL is observed for N29 and H8 with d(N,H)= 2.511 Å. Moreover, there are numerous additional AILs (with small ellipticity) linking atoms one would not expect; we refer here to CH•••HC intramolecular interactions which, surprisingly, are mainly present in the LECs of the monoprotonated forms but, even more unexpectedly, are not observed at all in the ten highest in energy conformers of HL tautomers. Considering H 2 L tautomers, these CH•••HC interactions were completely absent in the conformers of the H 2 L ps tautomer and only were found in four highest in energy conformers of the H 2 L pp tautomer. Furthermore, some conformers of the HL tautomers might be considered as topologically 'unstable' (even though no negative frequencies are present, hence energetically they are stable) because unusual atoms are linked with highly bent AILs, e.g., we observe the CH•••N (in C s 03 shown in Table S4 Table S3 of the SI.
It is now well established that the ρ CP vs. d(A,B) should follow an exponential relationship when the same kind of interaction in very much similar molecular environment takes place. A good example can be found in [31] where a large number of intramolecular H-bonds were examined in numerous conformers of pamidronate (bisphosphonate). Clearly, one might expect that the NH•••N interactions in both tautomers of HL should fully meet this requirement and we have decided to test whether topological 'anomalies' (this also includes appearance of AILs representing CH•••HC) have some influence on ρ CP vs. d(N,H) relationships involving 'legitimate' interactions, classically regarded as the intra-molecular H-bonds. We noted that the NH•••N interactions, e.g., in MP2-generated HL p conformers, could be grouped in terms of interatomic distances. We found 15 Fig. 7a ; as an example, a relationship obtained at B3LYP is shown in Fig. S6 in the SI. Finally, we combined all the relevant data obtained at MP2 and best performing B3LYP and, as seen in Fig. 7b , this had no influence on the quality of the relationship. This observation can also be used in support of our recommendation related to the use of B3LYP. The trend seen in Fig. 7b shows that the overall density distribution between atoms does not depend to a large extent on the level of theory used even though (i) the electronic energies of the same conformers and (ii) interatomic distances between the same atoms involved in the NH-N contacts differ significantly at the MP2 and B3LYP level of theory. One might rationalize this observation in terms of the same underlying physical fundamentals, namely the Ehrenfest and Feynman forces. The interplay between potential and kinetic energy densities appears to be such that density distribution at critical points throughout the molecules varies exponentially with the interatomic distance; note that the combined ρ CP (H•••N) data comes from HL s and HL p tautomers which are characterized by the same kind and a number of atoms, hence the same molecular environment is present in both tautomers. Similar quality relationships were also found for the NH According to QTAIM, the 'glue' that binds atoms together is the shared electron density at critical point, ρ CP , and this can be used as a measure of relative strength of an interaction. Focusing on the leading and by far strongest NH•••N intramolecular interactions, it appears that, on average, they are weaker in HL s than in HL p when measured by the individual values of ρ CP . Also, the stronger the interaction (the larger ρ CP ) the more significant stabilizing energy contribution to a molecular system is expected. Because there are several NH•••N interactions in the LECs and assuming that these stabilizations are additive, it is reasonable to evaluate their combined contribution [32] , denoted here as ρ CP (H•••N) total , which represents summed densities at critical points of these interactions within a conformer. From preliminary inspection of topological data we found, just as an example, that the lowest energy conformers of HL p (C p 02) and HL s (C s 04) have only two NH•••N interactions and the ρ CP (H•••N) total value of 0.079 a.u. in C p 02 is larger than that in C s 04 (0.074 a.u.); however, the electronic (E) and Gibbs free (G) energies of C s 04 are more negative (C s 04 is more stable than C p 02). In contrast, the ρ CP (H•••N) total value obtained for C ps 01 (0.073 a.u.) is larger than that found in C pp 12 (0.049 a.u.) and this corresponds to their relative stability; the values of E and G of C ps 01 are~4 and 2 kcal mol -1 , respectively, lower (more negative) than that of C pp 12.
To gain better assessment and understanding, we initially Fig. 8b . Finally, we have decided to sum up densities at all critical points within a conformer, regardless whether AIL could be regarded as representing acceptable for a chemist an intramolecular interaction -an example of a much improved relationship, with R 2 =0.733 , is shown as triangles in Fig. 8b .
At first glance the overall picture obtained from these relationships appears to be inconsistent and highly confusing. However, one must recall that (i) the appearance of an AIL (or a bond path) was interpreted as a privileged exchangecorrelation channel, hence it does not have to be present between all short geometrical contacts and (ii) it is well-known that an increase in electron density in the bonding interatomic region always results in a stabilizing energy contribution made by an intramolecular interaction [33] . An analysis of Tables S3-S6 in the SI provides further explanation. Namely, there are numerous conformers with either NH-N and/or CH-HC contacts (some shorter than those linked by AIL) which are not linked with AILs, hence it was impossible to include their contributions in the relationships drawn in Fig. 8 .496 to 0.733. All the above leads to the conclusion that it is most likely impossible to generate high quality Σρ CP vs. ΔE relationships in the case of large(r) molecules with densely packed atoms. Perhaps, one would need input from all interatomic areas characterized by non-uniform density distribution, a characteristic feature of QTAIM-as well as NCI-defined critical points, to improve such relationship.
Insight from an NCI analysis
From the above analyses it follows that the stability of trien conformers depends mainly on the strength and number of the NH•••N interactions present. It is also clear that the (de)stabilizing role of the CH•••HC interactions in the LECs of trien (or more generally, in linear aliphatic polyamines) cannot be neglected. Furthermore, since the ρ CP value of an interaction does not necessarily give sufficient information as to the stabilizing or otherwise nature of an interaction [34] [35] [36] [37] , we therefore decided to gain further insight from the recently developed non covalent interaction index (NCI) technique [38] . This is also because the presence of other intramolecular interactions, which are invisible to the QTAIM technique but must contribute to (de)stability of a conformer, can be uncovered by the NCI method.
NCI is not widely used yet, hence to facilitate interpretation of NCI-generated data, it is in order to give a brief outline of NCI descriptors used to describe a nature and kind of interaction. This technique is making use of the real space visualization and interpretation of the electron density (ρ) and its reduced gradient s(ρ) to locate regions of space where the electronic density distribution deviates from homogeneity due to the formation of a non-covalent inter-or intramolecular interaction [39] . Using the sign of the second eigenvalue (λ 2 ) of the Hessian matrix, NCI analysis is used to classify interactions as (de)stabilizing according to the topology (decrease/increase) of electron density distribution. Conveniently, results obtained from the NCI analysis are displayed using either 2D or 3D plots. The 2D plot shows variation in the reduced density gradient as a function of the electron density oriented by the sign of its λ 2 . Within this plot, the presence of an intramolecular interaction is shown by the appearance of a spike/trough in regions of low electron density. To visualize the interactions, 3D isosurfaces are generated which reveal the spatial location of inter-or intramolecular interactions and their nature within a molecular system [38, 39] . In order to rank interactions according to their strength and nature, a coloring scheme is utilized. According to this scheme: (i) stabilizing interactions -also referred to as type I NCI interactions characterized by density increase in the interatomic regionare colored in blue, (ii) destabilizing -NCI type II -interactions are colored in red, indicative of density depletion, and (iii) van der Waals -NCI type III -delocalized weak interactions are shown in green. The color intensity corresponds to the strength of an interaction, i.e., greater intensity refers to stronger interaction and vice-versa. The shape of the isosurfaces of the three main NCI-types interactions can also vary, e.g., (i) small, flat, pill-shaped isosurface for stabilizing interaction has been attributed to its bi-centric nature, (ii) red cigar-shaped isosurface (elongated along directions of decreasing density within an intramolecular ring) was linked with destabilizing interaction, and (iii) sheet-like extended surfaces were interpreted as weak van der Waals interactions. In the case of flexible molecules, such as amino acids and aliphatic polyamines, the formation of non-covalent interactions often leads to steric crowding and intramolecular rings. A closure of a ring, an interatomic region between interacting atoms, typically appears as a bicolored almond-shaped NCI isosurface in a 3D NCI plot with one end being colored in green-to-blue (this represents a stabilizing contribution) and the other end is usually red which indicates multi-centric repulsion amongst atoms involved in ring formation. All the above are generally used and accepted NCI descriptor and we will attempt to utilize them in the interpretation of intramolecular interactions.
Selected examples of the NCI 3D plots for each tautomer are shown in Fig. 9 and relevant plots for the top five lowest energy conformers of each tautomer are shown as Figs. S7-S10 in the SI. Let us first focus on the strongest, NH•••N, interactions: a) All large rings, 11m-MR and 9m-IR, are characterized by a dark blue pill-shaped NCI isosurface which corresponds very well to highly stabilizing contribution recovered by QTAIM in the form of AILs with relatively large ρ CP values. Furthermore, these dark blue discs are not surrounded by red rings; this indicates that there is no strain in this interatomic region and this agrees well with general notion related to this type of interaction. b) Without an exemption, the formation of all 5m-IRs with AILs is recovered by the presence of an almond-shaped bicolored NCI isosurface. The blue region, as it should, coincides with the presence of an interaction critical point and the red region is due to the steric crowding (caused by an intramolecular ring formation) and it points at the area where a ring critical point (point of lowest density within a ring) is identified from a QTAIM analysis. c) The NCI analysis also revealed the presence of additional NH•••N interactions which were not recovered from the QTAIM-based analysis -a typical example is seen for C s 05 in Fig. 9 where a bluish color of the NCI plot is observed between N29 and H17 (similar is found, e.g., for the contact between N27 and H29 in C ps 03 in Fig. S9 in the SI). These AIL-absent NH•••N interactions which form intramolecular 5-membered rings also resulted in almond-shaped bicolored NCI isosurfaces (as found for AIL-linked 5-membered rings) but their isosurfaces have less intense colors which is indicative of being weaker interaction.
We change our focus on few and rather unexpected interactions now: a) There is a N27-N25 contact in the MP2 lowest energy C p 02 conformer which is linked by an AIL, hence it might be represented as N27•••N25. Classically, such an interaction would be seen as repulsive and a cause of intramolecular strain, hence destabilizing a molecule. It is then most interesting to note that indeed, as one would expect due to the presence of AIL, a blue isosurface is observed between these two N-atoms but, most surprisingly, it is not surrounded by red-colored area. The blue in the center and red on the outskirts discs are synonymous with strain caused by crowded atomic environment and have been reported for, e.g., water dimer where d(O,H) of intermolecular interaction was smaller than that at the equilibrium [40] or for water dimer with forced-to-be O-atoms in close proximity [34] . b) Another example of unusual interaction is seen in Cs05 (Fig. 9) where the AIL-linked CH11•••N26 interaction is observed; also in this case no trace of intramolecular strain is recovered by the NCI-defined isosurface and, in general, we observe very much the same features as described in details for the N27•••N25 interaction in C p 02.
Considering the CH•••HC interactions identified by NCI technique, we note that:
(a) None of them appears to be strained; notice that all relevant isosurfaces, within a bonding region of the interactions, are not colored in red. Finally, we would like to focus on intramolecular regions in conformers where large rings are formed. There is a striking difference between intramolecular regions of the 11m-MRs and 8m-IRs. One observes large multi-colored NCI isosurfaces which represent multi-centric interactions and (i) they are predominantly blue-to-yellow-to-green in the case of 11m-MRs (typically in C p conformers) whereas (ii) a significant degree of red coloring is present in the case of the 8m-IRs as seen, e.g., in C s conformers. When this observation is combined with isosurfaces obtained for 5m-IRs, it appears that the intramolecular strain increases with a decrease in the size of a ring and this correlates well with earlier observation where we found that the most stable conformers form 11m-MR and largest possible intramolecular rings. The fact that NCI managed to recover some degree of intramolecular strain within 8m-and 5m-IRs, which are formed by some of the NH-N contacts, provides additional credibility to our interpretation of the CH-HC contacts as strain free.
We have not performed the NCI analysis on all conformers (hundreds of them) because (i) this is simply not feasible and (ii) this methodology is not perfectly suited for quantitative analysis. Instead, we focused on the lower energy conformers where numerous CH-HC and some other unusual contacts were found and, understandably, uncovering their nature was of paramount importance. The NCI results showed that indeed (i) there are many additional and not negligible intramolecular interactions which, if quantified, might better explain the relative stabilities (energies) of LECs found here, and (ii) the presence of the CH-HC contacts in the LECs has not resulted in the increase of these conformers' energies and most likely, at least in some cases, it might have resulted in additional stabilizing contributions. One must stress, however, that this does not mean that some of CH-HC are indeed destabilizing a molecule and clearly one would have to perform an in depth examination of each case to fully uncover their nature, but this is not the theme of this work. Moreover, from NCI isosurfaces one can gain an insight on localized to two-atom fragment nature of an interaction as well as the presence of intramolecular strain can be deduced, but this tells us nothing about an energy contribution made by such interaction to the entire molecular system.
There is another important observation to be made. As shown in Fig. 8(b) , an improved trend was obtained when all AIL-linked interactions were accounted for and this correlates well with the above interpretations of the 3D NCI plots. It is possible, as mentioned above, that inclusion of all remaining interactions (which are not linked by AIL) might improve such trend even further. We are of an opinion, however, that this will not result in an excellent relationship (ΔE vs. ρ CP ) which could be used as a reliable predictive tool because (i) the density at critical points is not a direct measure of the strength of an interaction; similar ρ CP for different kind of interactions might represent different energy contributions, (ii) very much the same density can be observed for attractive and repulsive interactions, and (iii) one still has to account for intramolecular strain but this is not possible at present. On the positive note, although the quantitative interpretation of relative stability of conformers, not only linear aliphatic polyamines, appears to be just a dream, one can gain an invaluable insight on qualitative interpretation using geometric and topological descriptors and features which, as demonstrated in this work, can identify definite lower and definite higher in energy conformers. It is reasonable to assume that findings of this work should be useful also in the analysis of conformers in the gas phase; relevant work is in progress to verify this assumption and we hope to report on this soon.
Theoretical prediction of protonation sequence
As we have stressed in the introduction, our main focus is to predict theoretically the first protonation site of polyamines because of the 'contradicting' interpretations of experimental results reported to date. It appears, however, that most recent papers, particularly those involving cluster expansion analysis of NMR data, (i) are consistent in that a mixture of primary and secondary tautomers is always proposed but (ii) report significantly different %-fractions for each tautomer, HL p and HL s . For instance, considering well-studied tetramine spermine, 30 % (HL p ) and 70 % (HL s ) was reported by Borkovec et al. [8] whereas essentially equal molar ratio for both tautomers was found by Albelda et al. [41] , both results came from cluster expansion analysis. This is not entirely surprising when one recalls that the cluster expansion analysis (i) involves a lot of unknowns to be fitted into experimental data (e.g., there are 16 parameters in the case of tetramine spermine [42] ) and (ii) the protonation microconstant of each protonation site must be determined from the NMR studies (often experimental NMR protonation constants differ significantly from those determined by most accurate technique, glass electrode potentiometry [43] ) and, hence this unavoidably carries some degree of mathematical/statistical and experimental uncertainty.
Furthermore, theoretical studies [12] , which were based on linear triamines, predicted a tautomer with secondary N-atom to be the only HL form present and, interestingly, we found the same when linear conformers of trien were used. It was then of utmost interest and importance to find out whether this prediction will still hold when lowest energy conformers of HL p and HL s , those with %-fraction above 5 %, were used. It was pleasing to note that a mixture of about 40 to 60 % of HL p and HL s , respectively, was obtained in an implicit water environment. This correlates well with recent experimental/ theoretical models and clearly indicates an importance of using LEC of each tautomer. Also, one must realize that the obtained 40:60 ratio must not be taken literally as it must depend on a solvation model as well as level of theory used (we found, e.g., 1 % and 54 % of HL p from modeling at HF and B97D level of theory, respectively) and, unfortunately, there is no easy way to rigorously verify any theoretical model experimentally. In support of this, Weisell et al. [44] found, from QM-modeling of pentamine 1,12-diamino-3,6,9-triazadodecane (SpmTrien) involving explicit water molecules, that 91 % (HL p ) and 9 % (HL s ) is formed with short chain being protonated preferentially (66 % short and 25 % long chain for the HL p form) which clearly contradicts all earlier as well as recent studies whereas from the cluster expansion analysis of NMR data they obtained 94 % (HL p ) and 6 % (HL s ) with long chain, as expected, being protonated preferentially,~84 %. Moreover, note that their findings, in general, are not in agreement with other studies as they predicted a very small fraction of HL s whereas this tautomer was found to be significant in many polyamines and even dominating, e.g., in spermine [5, 8, 41] .
On the other hand, one can argue that experimentally or theoretically predicted variation (within reasonable limits) in the %-fraction of these two tautomers, HL p and HL s , should not have any significance in real, e.g., biological environment; from that perspective the most important finding is that indeed these two tautomeric forms can easily change from one form to another implying that each is available to suite a specific biological process best.
Finally, a few comments on the H 2 L form. It has been stressed [42] that two protons must be separated by the minimum of four -CH 2 -groups with one proton being located on the terminal nitrogen. From our conformational search it follows that the lowest energy conformers of H 2 L are characterized by a large number of structures with two terminal 5m-IRs involving protonated either primary or secondary N-atom (the difference in their energy being negligible). Because the lowest energy conformers of H 2 L ps are characterized by the presence of the largest possible 11m-MR (a feature found also for most stable HL conformers), they are also predicted to dominate a mixture of the two, H 2 L ps and H 2 L pp , tautomers. Although this does not correlate very well with the cluster expansion analysis of NMR data [8] (it predicts H 2 L pp to constitute 76 % of deprotonated forms of trien) one must note that (i) the presence of H 2 L pp was predicted here whereas this is not the case at all when linear structures are used, (ii) formation of H 2 L ps does meet the requirement of minimum separation by the -CH2-groups, and (iii) it is well known that a proton exchange is among fastest reactions known and it is quite possible that conformers with terminal 5m-IRs can easily exchange a proton between the primary and secondary Natom. Furthermore, in the case of spermine, H 2 L ps was found to be either a dominant tautomer with 67 %-fraction [8] or making only 40 % contribution to the population [41] ; interestingly, in both cases data came from the same, the cluster expansion analysis and this exemplifies again a significant degree of uncertainty in NMR-generated experimental data and their interpretation by the cluster expansion analysis.
It has been suggested from the analysis of 13C-NMR studies [42] that terminal N-atoms are protonated first because of their better disposition for solvation with the aqueous solvent. To test this, explicit water molecules in computational modeling must be used. Even though this must be seen as extremely time-demanding modeling, we decided to embark on this project because (i) we can make use of an effective conformational search protocol developed and tested here as well as (ii) data generated at the B3LYP level were found here to be sufficient for the purpose of the study (the same level of theory was also used recently in modeling of SpmTrien [44] ).
Relative performance of levels of theory

Comparative structural analysis
Two main types of intramolecular short contacts, NH-N and CH-HC, were identified in the various conformers. Classically, the CH-HC contact is interpreted as a steric clash destabilizing a molecule but, surprisingly, it was present in many low energy conformers. Although the van der Waals atomic radii values given by Bondi (1.20 Å and 1.55 Å for H-and N-atoms, respectively) are the most widely accepted and cited in chemical literature, subsequent investigations [45] [46] [47] , based on crystallography and electron density topology, have argued that they were overestimated for certain atoms, among them hydrogen. Consequently it is possible that some of the CH-HC contacts identified here might be due to this overestimation.
We have shown here that the general structural features of each group of conformers is determined by their intramolecular contacts, hence we compared the distances of all NH-N and CH-HC short contacts in the MP2 structures to those of relevant structures obtained at HF, B3LYP, and B97D. The absolute value of each deviation from the distance at MP2, |Δd(A, B)|, was then used to calculate average distance deviation (and its standard deviation) for each conformer. Full data sets for the two types of short contacts identified in LECs of HL and H 2 L tautomers are presented in Tables S7-S14of the SI and, as an example, see Table 2 . The comparative geometrical analysis of all NH-N contacts in conformers of the HL and H 2 L tautomers leads to the following observations and trends: Focusing now on analysis of Δd(H,H), we found the following:
-HF was unable to reproduce the MP2-generated CH-HC contacts in many cases, particularly in the H 2 L pp conformers.
-Generally, the magnitude of deviation from the MP2 values for d(H,H) follows the HF>B3LYP>B97D trend. -Both, HF and B3LYP, overestimate d(H,H) values, but B97D shows an almost equal number of positive and negative deviations.
In summary, (i) B3LYP performs significantly better in reproducing an overall geometry of the lowest in energy conformers than B97D; this is because B3LYP is better in predicting the strongest interactions, NH•••N, which play a decisive role in determining the linear aliphatic polyamine structures, (ii) HF is not suitable for a rigorous analysis as it performed much inferior when compared with B3LYP or B97D, and (iii) if analysis of the CH-HC contacts was the main focus of an investigation then, not surprisingly, one should use B97D rather than B3LYP.
Comparative topological analysis
As an example, the computed differences, e.g., at HF, Δρ CP HF = ρ CP HF − ρ CP MP2 , for a number of LECs of HL p are shown in Table 3 where, in addition, the ρ CP values obtained at MP2 as well as the combined data for both, HL p and HL s , tautomers are also included. The full data sets for both tautomers of HL and H 2 L are presented in Table S15 Tables S19-S21 in the SI. The most significant difference, when compared with trends found for the NH•••N interactions, is the fact (as one would expect) that the MP2 ρ CP values were best reproduced at B97D and we found the following trend, Δρ CP HF >Δρ CP B3LYP >Δρ CP B97D . It is important to note that results of our comparative geometrical and topological analysis are in agreement. Therefore, we recommend B3LYP as the optimum level of theory among those we have examined for reproducing MP2 geometries and topological properties of low energy conformers of linear aliphatic polyamines. Our recommendation is strengthened by the finding that the NH•••N interaction, which is most dominant, hence determines the structure adopted by conformers, is best reproduced at B3LYP.
Conclusions
From an in depth analysis (involving structural, QTAIM, and NCI properties) of hundreds of conformers of HL and H 2 L trien tautomers, a combined (MM/DFT) conformational search protocol (CSP) was developed to generate representative sets of lowest energy conformers (LECs) of linear aliphatic polyamines in reasonable time. For the purpose of this study, sets of lowest, medium, and higher energy conformers were investigated at HF, B3LYP, B97D, and MP2 levels of theory with an aim of finding out structural and topological preferences in implicit aqueous environment.
Considering structural preferences, we found common numerous trends for both, mono-and di-protonated tautomers, such as (i) when a single NH-N short contact is formed (this is characteristic for higher energy conformers) then it always involves either -NH 3 + or -NH 2 + group, hence the protonated N-atom, (ii) when more than one intramolecular NH-N contact is observed then H-atoms of both protonated groups are always involved, (iii) LECs are characterized by the largest possible number of the intramolecular NH-N short contacts and most stable conformers form the largest possible rings. Furthermore, (i) when a single terminal group is protonated, then the largest possible, 11-membered molecular ring is preferentially formed. This feature is observed among ten HL p and three H 2 L ps LECs, (ii) when a single -CH-group is protonated, then the largest possible 8-memebered intramolecular ring is preferentially formed; this is observed among the top six lowest energy HL s conformers and (iii) with two terminal groups being protonated; only 5-membered intramolecular rings are formed and, typically, three consecutive such rings are present among the LECs (all N-atoms in a molecule are involved). Finally, results obtained showed that large rings contribute in a stabilizing manner to molecular energy more than smaller rings. We found significant differentiation in relative energies of HL p , HL s , and H 2 L ps conformers for which small sets of LECs, all with either 11-or 8-membered rings, are observed; the H 2 L pp conformers form only 5-membered intramolecular rings and the more rings the more stable conformer is formed.
QTAIM-based topological analysis revealed the presence of many atomic interaction lines (AILs), in LECs in particular, which in most cases could be seen as 'legitimate' or an orthodox bond path. In general, most but not all NH-N short contacts were linked by AILs; in some instances contacts with longer d(N,H) were linked by AIL even though a shorter contact was present. Excellent relationships between ρ CP and d(N, H) were found for all tautomers but, more importantly, combined data sets from B3LYP and MP2 also resulted in near perfect exponential relationships for each tautomer. Quite unexpectedly, we found numerous AILs linking CH-HC intramolecular contacts; they were present mainly in the LECs of the mono-protonated forms but, even more unexpectedly, they were absent in the ten highest in energy conformers of HL tautomers. On the other hand, these CH•••HC interactions were completely absent in the conformers of the H 2 L ps tautomer and only were found in the four highest in energy conformers of the H 2 L pp tautomer. To gain further insight, we used NCI technique. It revealed the presence of many additional intramolecular NH-N as well as CH-HC interactions. 3D NCI-defined isosurfaces showed that there is no qualitative difference between AIL-linked and AIL-absent contacts of the same kind, NH-N or CH-HC. Also, following classical interpretation, NCI isosurfaces revealed an increase in an intramolecular strain with a decrease in the size of a ring formed by the NH-N; 11-membered molecular ring appeared to be strain free whereas 5-member intramolecular rings showed significant degree of strain. Surprisingly, in all cases of 5-membered rings formed by the CH-HC interaction, no strain was observed. It is rather difficult to rationalize significance of QTAIM-defined AILs and NCI-defined isosurfaces in the interatomic region of the CH-HC contacts in terms of their (de)stabilizing energy contribution to a molecular system as these two phenomena simply represent a localized density increase between atoms involved; hence, we embarked on an extensive and dedicated studies to explain fully the chemical nature and energy contribution made by these and some other totally unexpected contacts discovered mainly in the lowest energy conformers. One might add to this that an attempt to correlate summed density values at critical point against relative energy of conformers failed to generate good quality relationships (regardless of whether only the strongest NH•••N or combined, NH•••N plus CH•••HC, interactions were accounted for). Significance and usefulness of the developed conformational search was confirmed here as we were able to predict (i) a mixture of HL p and HL s conformers in accord with experimental data reported recently [5] ; formation of HL s as the only form was predicted when linear conformers were used, and (ii) a possibility of presence of both H 2 L tautomers was also recovered, although significantly different relative %-fractions were obtained here when compared with cluster expansion analysis of NMR data [8] ; using linear conformers, formation of H 2 L ps was predicted as the only species formed. Clearly, this work strongly supports the view that conformational search must be seen as a prerequisite for theoretical studies of molecules characterized by almost an infinite conformational freedom, such as linear aliphatic polyamines.
Finally, from the extensive analysis of all the data obtained at different levels of theory it became clear that (i) B3LYP was best at reproducing MP2 data; it can be reliably used for this type of investigation and only few (typically 3 to 5) LECs could (should) be optimized and analyzed at MP2, and (ii) HF should rather be avoided as it has not performed well neither in the search of LECs nor was able to recover topological properties.
